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Securing Ship-to-Shore Data Flow 

 

 

Today corporations, government entities, and other organizations rely on Electronic File 
Transfers as an important part of their transaction and communication methods. Some of this 
data is critical for directing the day-to-day business operations of those entities. This is no 
different with Navy ships, LNG tankers, container ships, or power plants. It is the reliable and 
cost effective way to transfer acquired sensor data from the machinery plant site to a central data 
center. In most cases, the sensor data loggers in those locations automatically upload data files to 
one or many servers using Electronic File Transfers protocols. At the data center, analyzing 
algorithms operating on the server can perform a number of useful processing functions; data 
validation and cleansing, identification of equipment performance anomalies, and automated 
diagnostics and prognostics of impending failures. This centralized remote monitoring capability 
eliminates the need to manage large volumes of data at each plant site, as well as specialized IT. 
This has become common practice for most large OEM organizations. Today, acquired data at 
each site can be transferred to Cloud-based applications like this for benchmarking. In marine 
related applications, this can provide shoreside management with complete visibility of their 
fleets (see figure 1), supporting optimal ship operations, performance monitoring, energy 
conservation, and maintenance management. More companies are realizing significant benefits 
from fleet-wide analysis for improving energy efficiency, equipment reliability, and 
environmental compliance. 
 

 

Figure 1 - eDEXTER Fleet-Wide Equipment Health Monitoring 

Background on Common File Transfer Methods 
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File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 

File transfers using FTP has been a popular and old-aged method. FTP access was permitted by 
any standard FTP client application on the trusted LAN with a valid FTP user name and 
password. The usernames and passwords are sent in clear text across a network. The FTP 
protocol uses two Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) connections or 
channels. By default, FTP is an unsecure protocol, since it transfers commands and data over an 
unencrypted connection and is subject to eavesdropping of data, as well as password, and 
connection hijacking. The standard applications of FTP do not meet the requirements of 
compliance regulations such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA), State Privacy Laws, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 21 CFR Part 11, and 
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX). 
 
FTP over SSL (FTPS) 

Securing FTP using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is referred as “FTP over SSL” or FTPS. 
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is the successor to Secure Socket Layer (SSL) now. It is a 
cryptographic protocol which secures the exchange of data over the Internet with the added 
benefit of data encryption. 
 
In FTPS, a client connects to the server through an unencrypted FTP port and issues an “AUTH 
TLC” authentication command to convert the TCP/IP channel to a TLC encrypted channel. From 
that point onward, all the communications, including the user IDs, passwords, commands, and 
data, are encrypted. Like FTP, FTPS also requires multiple ports for commands and directory 
listings, and is therefore hard to manage behind firewalls. For authentication, FTPS uses X.509 
certificates. This is widely in use and communication is human readable.  
 
Secure FTP (SFTP) 

Securing FTP with Secure Shell Protocol (SSH) is typically referred to as “Secure FTP” or 
SFTP. Unlike traditional FTP, SFTP works over a SSH tunnel and comes with security and 
integrity by default (see figure 2). SSH uses public-key cryptography to authenticate the remote 
computer and allow it to authenticate the user. SFTP requires only one port and one connection, 
and is more firewall-friendly. SFTP uses SSH keys, which are harder to manage and validate. 
The communication is in binary and not human readable and it uses packet based protocol. The 
SSH (SSH2) is responsible for encryption and also for the authentication. 
 
 

 

Figure 2 - Secure File Transfer (SFT using SSH) 
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Methods of Encryption 
 
There are two methods of encryption; symmetric and asymmetric key encryption. With the 
symmetric key encryption, only a single key is used for both the encryption and decryption 
process. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and DES (Data Encryption Standard) are the 
two most common encryption algorithms used with symmetric key encryption. In general, 
symmetric keys (e.g. 256-bit) are shorter and not CPU extensive. However, with symmetric key 
encryption, the same key is used for encryption and decryption. Getting the key to the recipient 
in a secure way is difficult and, especially with large number of users, is nearly impossible. 
 
With asymmetric key encryption, two keys are used, one as private key and one as public. The 
public key is for encrypting the file and the private key is for decrypting the file. The RSA and 
DSA are the most commonly used asymmetric key algorithms. In general, asymmetric keys (e.g. 
2048-bit) are longer and therefore computationally intensive, but key distribution is easy. The 
private key can be kept secret and easily distribute the corresponding public key to many users. 
Any of those users could encrypt their files prior to uploading into the server, and then the server 
could use the private key to decrypt them. 
 
Today, file transfer software systems use both of these encryption methods as a hybrid 
encryption. With hybrid encryption, public-key encryption is used to encrypt a random 
symmetric key and then proceeds to encrypt the message with that symmetric key. The recipient 
decrypts the symmetric key using the public-key encryption and then uses the recovered 
symmetric key to decrypt the message. 
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The FTPS based software agent was introduced within the DEXTER system back in 2008, 
during a remote monitoring and diagnostic project with a shore-based power plant operator.  
 
While performing most of the diagnostics at the local plant, real-time data was compressed and 
periodically transferred to a data center for further analysis, trending, and prognostics. One of the 
main reasons was to avoid configuring the plant site as a data center with expensive servers and 
IT staff. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 - DEXTER Remote Monitoring for Predictive Analytics 
 
 

The FTPS provided the server-to-server transfer capability and also SSL/TLC authentication 
mechanism. The only drawbacks were difficulty of using it behind firewalls due to secondary 
channel requirements and also lack of standard support for get or change file and directory 
attributes. With future versions, we are planning to use SFTP, due to its support to get or change 
file and directory attributes, as well as its firewall friendliness. Furthermore, SFTP connection is 
constantly secured, since each packet is encrypted and compressed while sending is taking place. 
It utilizes public key authentication and compression, but implementation cost is higher due to 
lack of support from the development tools and dependability on third parties for that purpose. 
 

DEXTER  Secure Electronic File Transfer Process 
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Future Remote Monitoring Applications 
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